Given that a woman can be a candidate for multiple medically appropriate methods of breast reconstruction, making a decision on which method to pursue can be a difficult one.^[@R1]^ Normative decision-making is a framework that could be used to help women make difficult decisions about breast reconstruction. Normative decision-making is an exhaustive, iterative process that involves identifying alternatives, obtaining information about the uncertainty of the outcomes, and clarifying preferences and values.^[@R2]--[@R4]^ For the case of breast reconstruction, the alternatives, that is, different reconstruction procedures, are very well understood.^[@R1],[@R5],[@R6]^ However, information about the uncertainties of the outcomes (eg, number of revisions needed, chances of experiencing a complication, or the final aesthetic result) is more difficult to obtain because large quantities of data may not exist for uncommon procedures or rare patient profiles. Clarifying preferences and values about breast reconstruction is also challenging^[@R7]--[@R9]^; however, the focus of this study is on the difficulty of estimating the probabilities of reconstruction outcomes. Such probabilities may be employed by future computational decision support systems to aid in patient decision-making and may make use of surgeon predictions obtained before system deployment.

In the clinical decision-making literature, it is suggested that, in the absence of large quantities of data, probabilities of outcomes can be estimated by experts,^[@R10]--[@R12]^ that is, plastic surgeons in the case of breast reconstruction. Of course, estimating probabilities about breast reconstruction outcomes is difficult because there are numerous variables involved. Moreover, to provide the information needed for decision support, plastic surgeons must be able to estimate outcome probabilities in general, not simply for their own patients. However, we are unaware of any prior studies that address the validity of expert-elicited probabilities about breast reconstruction outcomes.

The clinical impact of this study is in the context of a future computational decision support system for shared breast reconstruction decision-making. Such systems require patient-specific probability information that surgeons may provide. The goal of this study was to investigate to what extent plastic surgeons can predict breast reconstruction outcomes. The purpose of the system is to inform both the patient and the surgeon of risk and help them make better decisions regarding breast reconstruction.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Participants
------------

Of 19 faculty members in the Department of Plastic Surgery at The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center, 7 were willing and able to submit completed questionnaires. These surgeons perform 21--74 breast reconstruction surgeries per year and possess 6--23 years of experience performing breast reconstruction.

The study utilized photographs and health records of 10 women aged 21 or older who underwent breast reconstruction between January 1, 2004, and March 30, 2012, while participating in an ongoing prospective study at MD Anderson. All eligible patients had both *prereconstruction* and *postreconstruction* photographs on file in the study database. Prereconstruction was defined as not having begun the breast reconstruction process. If a patient had previous mastectomy or breast conservative therapy, so long as it preceded reconstruction, their status was considered prereconstruction. Postreconstruction photographs were defined by the presence of both breast mounds after breast reconstructive surgery. If the patient completed breast mound reconstruction but declined additional reconstructive procedures, nipple reconstruction or areola micropigmentation was not a requirement. Of 180 patients available in the study database, only 10 met the eligibility criteria and all 10 were included in this study.

A Coolpix 8400 (Nikon, Melville, N.Y.) or EOS Rebel T1i (Canon U.S.A., Lake Success, N.Y.) digital camera was used to acquire digital photographs of patients posing in the standard 5 views, that is, anterior-posterior, left-lateral, right-lateral, left-oblique, and right-oblique, as recommended in the photographic standards set forth by the American Society of Plastic Surgeons for patients undergoing a transverse rectus abdominis myocutaneous flap reconstruction.^[@R13]^ We obtained institutional review board approval from The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center to conduct this research, which included a waiver of informed consent to obtain the patient information.

Multiple-choice Questionnaire
-----------------------------

A multiple-choice questionnaire was prepared, with the help of clinical experts G.P.R. and M.A.C. ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}),^[@R14]^ who were blinded from the answers. For each patient, we provided prereconstruction photographs of the standard 5 views for visual information. Pertinent information from the medical records included age at the time the photographs were taken, diagnosis, race, ethnicity, body mass index, history of radiation therapy, history of chemotherapy, smoking status, comorbidities that may affect breast reconstruction, the ultimate method of reconstruction selected by the patient, and the experience of the plastic surgeon who performed the reconstruction in terms of years of practice and cases performed per year.

![A sample patient from the breast reconstruction outcome questionnaire. Five prereconstruction images of the A, anterior-posterior, B and C, left and right lateral, and D and E, left and right oblique views of the patient were provided. F, In addition, a brief pertinent medical history was provided detailing the patient's age, smoking status, race, ethnicity, diagnosis, treatments, and relevant comorbidities. The ultimate reconstruction method and timing are provided along with the operating plastic surgeon's years of experience and approximate breast reconstruction cases performed per year. Three questions are asked regarding expected revisions, complications, and final aesthetic outcome. Each question has 4 possible responses.](gox-1-e78-g001){#F1}

Three types of prediction questions were posed regarding (1) the ultimate number of revisions, (2) the worst complication experienced by the patient, and (3) the final overall (aesthetic) impression of the reconstructed breasts. Each question had 4 responses ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The surgeons were asked to assign a probability to each response with the sum of the probabilities equal to 100%.

###### 

Definitions for Responses to Breast Reconstruction Outcome Questions

![](gox-1-e78-g002)

Questionnaire Answer Key
------------------------

The actual answers for the number of revisions and worst complication were retrieved from the medical record. The final overall (aesthetic) impression was not recorded in the medical record; therefore, the postreconstruction 5 standard view photographs were shown to 4 clinical experts (R.J.S., M.T.V., M.M.H., and M.A.C.) after all questionnaires were submitted, who then independently and subjectively rated the final appearance on a positively oriented 0-to-10 Likert-like scale with 10 as the best reconstructed appearance and 0 the worst. The 4 clinical experts demonstrated outstanding agreement in their aesthetics ratings, with an intraclass correlation coefficient of 0.82 (*P* \< 0.0001). The average of their ratings was used as the correct response.

Measuring Predictive Skill and Confidence
-----------------------------------------

Plastic surgeon expertise in predicting breast reconstruction outcomes was assessed from the questionnaire using a *strictly proper logarithmic scoring function*.^[@R15]^ The scoring function takes the surgeons' responses and produces a score, which is maximized by being honest (ie, expressing a probability that one truly believes).^[@R16],[@R17]^ The logarithmic scoring function is favored because it adheres to the likelihood principle where the only thing that matters is the likelihood of events that occur, not the likelihood of events that do not occur.^[@R18]^ In addition, higher probabilities assigned to the correct response always result in a higher score.^[@R17]^ Thus, the resulting score can be treated as a measure of the plastic surgeon's ability to accurately predict breast reconstruction outcomes.

The scoring function was designed with the constraints that perfect prediction of reconstruction outcomes would correspond to a maximum total score of 100 and complete uncertainty about the reconstruction outcomes would yield a score of zero. The logarithmic scoring function is written as:

![](gox-1-e78-g003.jpg)

where the total number of questions was 30 and there were 4 possible responses. In the event that the probabilities did not sum to one, the surgeons' probabilities were normalized. A positive score indicates that the plastic surgeon is able to accurately predict some aspects of breast reconstruction outcomes. A score of zero represents a benchmark of no ability to predict breast reconstruction outcomes, that is, the equivalent of a layperson submitting a blank questionnaire. A negative score indicates poor prediction ability or potential harm resulting from inaccurate predictions of breast reconstruction outcomes. The maximum score for each question is 3.333 and the minimum is negative infinity. Assigning a 0% probability to any response was discouraged because if 0% is assigned to what is actually the true outcome, the score will be negative infinity.

We also assessed the *confidence* or self-perceived ability of each plastic surgeon in making predictions. Confidence may be measured by the Shannon entropy (*H*), which is calculated from the probabilities across all responses for each question where
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and where **p** is the set of probabilities assigned to the responses of a question.^[@R19]^ As the entropy approaches zero, one can say that the plastic surgeon is more confident in their predictions. As the Shannon entropy approaches the natural log of 0.25 or approximately −1.39, one can say the plastic surgeon is less confident in their predictions.

Plastic Surgeon Group Calibration
---------------------------------

With 7 participating surgeons, each assigning a probability to 4 responses for each of 30 questions, we examined the calibration of the surgeons as a group using 840 probability assessments. In other words, when the surgeons said something would happen *x* percent of the time, how often did it really happen? We determined a calibration curve by creating 10 equal-sized bins for the surgeons' probability assessments from 0% to 100% and plotting the frequency of correct assessments.

Combining Plastic Surgeons' Predictions
---------------------------------------

A simple approach to combining the predictions of different surgeons would be to calculate the average of their individual predictions. Calculating the average treats the surgeons as if they are equally skilled in making predictions. However, if we know that the different surgeons are not all equally skilled at making predictions, then alternatively we can calculate a *weighted* average in which the amount that each surgeon contributes to the average is scaled by a *weight* that may be viewed as a "probability of prediction expertise."^[@R14]^

We use the Roberts' method^[@R20]^ to calculate the weight of each surgeon based on their prediction ability in relation to their peers. The final weight of surgeon *i*, *w*~*i*~, over all *N* predictions is represented by:
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where *p*~*i*~ is the probability assigned to the correct response and the denominator is the sum of the product of correct probabilities and weights for all *M* surgeons. The group score based on the combined surgeons' predictions can then be calculated from the sum of the weighted, correct probabilities.

RESULTS
=======

The demographic, surgical, and clinical characteristics of the patient sample are summarized in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. Regarding final aesthetic outcomes, individual ratings by plastic surgeons ranged from a perfect 10 to as low as 2. The mean individual rating was 5.7 with a standard deviation of 2.1.

###### 

Patient Participant Demographics
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We de-identified the surgeon results in 2 ways because surgeons could be identified by the number of *years of experience* performing breast reconstruction and number of *cases performed per year* ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Plastic Surgeon Demographics, Ordered by Years of Experience Performing Breast Reconstruction
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Individually, the plastic surgeons demonstrated incomplete knowledge with an average overall score of −9.59. However, a few earned a positive score; the best scored 5.63. The lowest score was −32.59 points. Overall, the plastic surgeons were better at predicting the number of revisions with an average score of 7.74. The score range in the revisions category was between 17.69 and −3.74. In predicting the worst complication, they did not perform well with a mean score of −6.45, a maximum of 12.99, and a minimum of −26.84. Performance was worst for predicting the aesthetic outcome with an average score of −10.88, a maximum of 0.30, and a minimum of −22.76 ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). Surgeons' knowledge scores were plotted against their confidence ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). There was no correlation between surgeon experience and confidence. However, we did observe a significant negative correlation between aesthetic outcome score and confidence (*R*^2^ = −0.9017, *P* = 0.0055).

###### 

Summary of Surgeon Prediction Scores and Confidence
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![Surgeons' prediction scores were plotted against confidence. The black markers represent the means of the corresponding colored markers. Scores above zero indicate increasing prediction ability and the farther from zero entropy, the less confident a surgeon was in his or her probability assessments. Overall, surgeons displayed poor predictive ability, especially in predicting aesthetic outcome. However, they did remarkably well predicting the number of expected revisions. Note that the highest scorers were not the most confident.](gox-1-e78-g009){#F2}

As a group, surgeons were not well calibrated in assessing the probability of future events ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). They tended to underestimate the probability of unlikely events when they assigned a probability between 0% and 30% and overestimated between the 31% and 100% range. The frequency of high-probability assessments was small; there were only 2 assessments in the 91--100% range.

![Surgeon group calibration curve over 840 assessments.](gox-1-e78-g010){#F3}

Different surgeons were best able to predict the different types of outcomes. For predicting revisions, surgeon 7 was most accurate and, consequently, their predictions were highly weighted (weight = 0.87) in the weighted average. By contrast, surgeon 6 was most accurate at predicting complications (weight = 0.99), whereas surgeon 2 was most accurate at predicting the aesthetic outcome (weight = 0.83). We took the average of the correct probabilities across all questions and compared it to the weighted consensus. The weighted consensus yielded higher scores in the revisions and complications category and overall. Notably, if the best scoring surgeons from each category combined their scores, it would not surpass the weighted consensus. As the best individual overall score was 5.63, the weighted consensus produced a respectable score ([Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Comparing the Prediction Scores by Best Surgeon, Equal-weighted Average Consensus, and Weighted Consensus
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DISCUSSION
==========

Interestingly, there may be different expertise domains in outcome prediction in breast reconstruction surgery concerning, at the very least, the revisions, complications, and aesthetic outcomes. No one surgeon may possess the ability to accurately predict across all 3 outcome categories, and no individual can be assumed reliable.

As a group, however, the plastic surgeons in this study performed surprisingly well, predicting reconstruction outcomes with some accuracy. The equal-weighted consensus yielded a positive score of more than 18. One might think that a score of 18.74 out of 100 is a poor score, but be reminded of the difficulty of making predictions. A score of 100 corresponds to perfect prediction, which is not realistic for real-world tasks. Predicting breast reconstruction outcomes is particularly challenging because numerous factors must be taken into consideration (ie, whether a patient will have postoperative radiation therapy) Furthermore, the weighted consensus yielded an even better score at 32.94, which is quite reasonable. This suggests that, as a group, plastic surgeons may be approached for their combined probabilities.

The surgeons did not perform well in predicting aesthetic outcome. Individually and as a group, this was the worst prediction category, though the group score was one order of magnitude greater than the individual average. On examining surgeons' confidence, we found a significant negative correlation between the score and surgeons' confidence with regard to the aesthetic outcome. There is evidence that probability exercises and feedback may reduce this overconfidence bias,^[@R21]^ improving scores in turn. However, these results are not surprising, as "aesthetics" is a poorly defined concept and understood vaguely. On examining the distribution of probabilities across all responses, we noticed that the surgeons tended to be optimistic of the final aesthetic result: overestimating the probability of better results when poorer results actually occurred.

Regarding calibration, the results are not surprising. People in general, even the brightest scientists or physicians, have limited experience with probability assessment.^[@R22]^ Previous studies^[@R23]--[@R25]^ have concluded that physician-group probabilities are not well calibrated, with a similar tendency to underestimate the probability of less likely events and vice versa. Thus, our results are consistent with what would be expected from the prior literature given that this was a novel prediction task and that surgeons are subject to the same cognitive biases as are all people. "One such bias in probability assessment is anchoring and adjustment whereby people start with a reference (the "anchor," eg, a 20% chance of a fair aesthetic outcome) and make incremental adjustments to reach an estimate (which is often insufficient, eg, adjusting to 22% when the adjustment should have been more)."^[@R26]^

The goal of this study was only to examine the prediction of reconstruction outcomes *in general*, as opposed to each surgeon's prediction of results for their own patients. Although that would also be an interesting question, it is not possible to retrospectively perform such a study on each surgeon's own patients because of prior knowledge. Furthermore, such a study would be of limited value for generalizable decision support that is non--surgeon-specific.

We did not observe any correlation between the surgeon's ability to predict reconstruction outcomes and the surgeons' experience or between confidence and experience, but the sample size was too limited to draw strong conclusions on this point. For instance, there were 2 tight groupings in years of experience: 1 group with between 6 and 8 years comprised 5 surgeons and another group with between 17 and 23 years comprised 2 surgeons.

The influence of patient factors, such as reconstruction timing, laterality, and race, may play a role in the ability of surgeons to make predictions. Indeed, we found several significant variables and others that trend toward significance.

The questionnaire had inherent limitations in that the surgeons were only given superficial exposure to patients on which to form their predictions. However, such information, in the form of photographs and short histories, represents the most data reasonably available for making predictions. It would be infeasible to have multiple surgeons consult the same patient for a prospective study. Although the sample sizes may appear small, they are comparable to similar studies.^[@R14],[@R23]--[@R25]^ It is not likely that including additional patients or surgeons would change the overall findings.

CONCLUSIONS
===========

We found that plastic surgeons as a group, and certain individuals therein, demonstrated the ability to accurately predict some breast reconstruction outcomes: the number of revisions, the worst complication, and the aesthetic results. They performed remarkably well at predicting the number of revisions, but less well with the other categories, particularly aesthetic outcome. The plastic surgeons were not equally able to predict across the outcome categories. Nor were the plastic surgeons, as a group, calibrated in making probability assessments. They tended to underestimate the probability of low likelihood events and overestimate the probability of more likely events. Their exact proficiency may be masked by limitations of the study including its retrospective nature, small sample size, the novelty of the task at hand, vulnerability to certain cognitive biases, and imprecise nature of quantifying aesthetic outcome.

We concluded that several surgeons should be consulted for probabilities rather than relying on 1 expert alone. The latter strategy is not preferred when predicting complications and aesthetic outcome as most surgeons were not able to accurately predict reconstruction outcomes. Ascertaining the weight of each surgeon's opinion may improve group prediction performance. Nonetheless, plastic surgeons' predictions in the form of expert-elicited probabilities may be used for breast reconstruction patient decision analysis.
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